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Abstract
Objective. 4Ddose calculation (4DDC) for pencil beam scanned (PBS) proton therapy is typically
based on phase-sorting of individual pencil beams onto phases of a single breathing cycle 4DCT.
Understanding the dosimetric limitations and uncertainties of this approach is essential, especially for
the realistic treatment scenariowith irregular free breathingmotion.Approach. For three liver and
three lung cancer patient CTs, the deformablemulti-cyclemotion from4DMRIswas used to generate
six synthetic 4DCT(MRI)s, providing irregularmotion (11/15 cycles for liver/lung; tumor amplitudes
∼4–18mm). 4DDCs for two-field plans were performed, with the temporal resolution of the pencil
beamdelivery (4–200ms) orwith 8 phases per breathing cycle (500–1000ms). For the phase-sorting
approach, the tumor centermotionwas used to determine the phase assignment of each spot.
The dosewas calculated either using the full free breathingmotion or individually repeating each
single cycle. Additionally, the use of an irregular surrogate signal prior to 4DDCon a repeated
cycle was simulated. TheCTV volumewith absolute dose differences>5% (Vdosediff>5%) and
differences inCTVV95% andD5%–D95% compared to the free breathing scenario were evaluated.
Main results.Compared to 4DDCconsidering the full free breathingmotionwithfiner spot-wise
temporal resolution, 4DDCbased on a repeated single 4DCT resulted inVdosediff>5% of on average
34%,which resulted in an overestimation ofV95% up to 24%.However, surrogate based phase-sorting
prior to 4DDCon a single cycle 4DCT, reduced the averageVdosediff>5% to 16% (overestimationV95%

up to 19%). The 4DDC results were greatly influenced by the choice of reference cycle (Vdosediff>5% up
to 55%) and differences due to temporal resolutionweremuch smaller (Vdosediff>5% up to 10%).
Significance. It is important to properly considermotion irregularity in 4Ddosimetric evaluations of
PBS proton treatments, as 4DDCbased on a single 4DCT can lead to an underestimation ofmotion
effects.

1. Introduction

Motion is amajor challenge for radiotherapy delivery. Particularly respiratory-inducedmotion can lead to large
displacements of tumors in the thorax and abdomen, which can result in highly inhomogeneous dose
distributions for pencil beam scanned (PBS) proton therapy, due to the interplay effect with the dynamic beam
delivery (Phillips et al 1992, Bert et al 2008). 4D dose calculations (4DDCs) are therefore an essential tool to
understand and evaluate these dose deteriorating effects, such that an appropriate and sufficientmotion
management strategy can be determined at the treatment planning stage. Indeed, 4DDCs have repeatedly shown
the effect ofmotion on planned dose distributions (Bert et al 2008, Seco et al 2009, Zhang et al 2012, Grassberger
et al 2013, Ammazzalorso and Jelen 2014, Zou et al 2014,Dolde et al 2019,Meijers et al 2020), while the
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effectiveness and efficiency of differentmotionmitigation approaches, such as rescanning, beam gating and
tumor tracking have also been assessed (Li et al 2006, Bert andRietzel 2007, Knopf et al 2011, Grassberger et al
2015, Zhang et al 2015, 2016, Ishihara et al 2017, Engwall et al 2018,Dolde et al 2019). In addition, 4DDCs are
clearly indispensable for 4Doptimization (Keall et al 2006,West et al 2007, Eley et al 2014, Graeff 2014,
Bernatowicz et al 2017, Graeff 2017, Engwall et al 2018). Different 4DDCapproaches have also been
experimentally validated (Bert et al 2009, 2012, Testa et al 2013, Krieger et al 2018, Pfeiler et al 2018, Kostiukhina
et al 2020, Spautz et al 2022).

As such, some formof 4DDC analysis is increasingly being recommended for quality assurance of 4Dplans
in a number of clinical trials (Lane et al 2014, Liao et al 2015) and has been defined as a standardQA tool in a
recent report on proton treatments in the thorax (Chang et al 2017).

An essential component of 4DDC is amodel of the (deformable)motion of the tumor and surrounding
anatomy. For this, 4D computed tomography (4DCT) is the current standard, which typically represents an
averaged breathing cycle, consisting ofmultiple (usually 8 or 10) bins/phases acquired overmultiple actual
breathing cycles. Imaging over longer time periods, for instance to capturemotion variability, is hindered by
concerns about imaging dose delivered to the patient. Although information about irregularities in the breathing
period can be obtained using real-timemonitoring of a surrogate signal (e.g. surfacemotion) acquired during
treatment delivery (Richter et al 2013, 2014, Batista et al 2018,Meijers et al 2019, 2020), variabilities inmotion
amplitude, non-regular anatomical deformations and base-line shiftsmay bemissed, as the 4DDC is still based
on deformablemotion from a single cycle 4DCT.

As such, and in order to also consider variablemotion amplitudes and baseline shifts, Kraus et al (2011) and
Wölfelschneider et al (2017) proposed scaling the deformation vector fields (DVFs) extracted from a single
4DCT. Indeed, as a part of their studyKraus et al (2011) investigated the effect of intra- and inter-fractional
breathing changes for lung cancer patients and found pronounced dosimetric differences due to variations in
period, amplitude, initial phase and baseline shifts in comparison to single 4DCTs. A simple linear scaling
approach could, however, result in unrealistic deformations and does not account for deformablemotion
changes (e.g. deformable organ drift (Von Siebenthal et al 2007)). The impact on the treatment plan quality of
varying amplitudes, periods and baseline shifts, assuming an ideal sin4 diaphragmmotion, have also been
investigated by Steinsberger et al (2021) using the numerical XCATphantom (Segars et al 2008, 2010).

Alternatively,motion can be imagedwith non-radiation based time-resolved imaging techniques such as
4DMRI (Von Siebenthal et al 2007, Jud et al 2018). 4DMRI captures the irregularity of respiratorymotion, but
lacks accurate density information necessary for dose calculations. Although significantwork has been
performed to enableMRonly radiotherapy treatment planning for photon therapy (Edmund and
Nyholm2017), suchmethods are currently not accurate enough for proton therapy. As such, the use of synthetic
andmultiple cycle 4DCTs, whereby 4DMRImotion ismapped onto aCT image has been proposed (Boye et al
2013,Meschini et al 2019,Duetschler et al 2022), an approach referred to as 4DCT(MRI).

4DDC algorithms can then be performed using twomain approaches: ‘phase-sorting’ or ‘deforming dose
grid’ (DDG).

Phase-sorting approaches calculatemultiple dose contributions, each calculated on a single phase of a
4DCT,which are then accumulated onto a single reference phase (Bert et al 2008, Grassberger et al 2013, Li et al
2014). For this, the delivery time of each proton pencil beam isfirst either pre-calculated (Bert et al 2008,
Grassberger et al 2013) or extracted from a delivery log-file (Meijers et al 2019, 2020) and assigned to the closest
phase of the input 4DCT. Intuitively, the accuracy of this approach is limited by the temporal resolution of the
original 4DCTdata (typically around 0.5 s), which ismuch coarser than time intervals between successive single
pencil beams (4–200 ms).

For this reason, theDDGalgorithm (Boye et al 2013, Krieger et al 2018, Zhang et al 2019)has been proposed.
In contrast to the phase-sorting approach, this deforms the dose calculation grid according toDVFs extracted
from the 4D image data set using deformable image registration (DIR). As described in Zhang et al (2019), with
this approach, themotion inducedDVFs can be interpolated to an arbitrarilyfine temporal resolution, thus
enabling 4DDCat afiner temporal resolution. The impact of this on 4Ddose distributions has previously been
studied in Zhang et al (2019) for liver cases, whilst the impact of temporal resolution generally on 4DDChas
been studied from a theoretical aspect by Seo et al (2017).

Given the importance of 4DDC in the treatment ofmoving tumorswith PBS proton therapy, understanding
the associated uncertainties and limitations of commonly used 4DDCalgorithms is essential, especially in the
context of realisticmotion scenarios where inter- and intra-fraction irregularities will generally be the norm.As
such, in this study, we use previously definedmultiple breathing cycle 4DCT(MRI) data sets (Zhang et al 2016,
Duetschler et al 2022) to study the dosimetric impact of temporal resolution and intra-fractional breathing
irregularity for PBS proton therapy. In short, we aim to:
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(i) Expand on previous analysis on the importance of temporal resolution (Zhang et al 2019) by includingmore
4DCTdata sets and themore challenging treatment site of lung.

(ii) Investigate howphase-sorting 4DDCperforms under conditions of irregular free breathing.

(iii) Investigate the usefulness of partially incorporating irregularity in the breathing period for phase-sorting
4DDC, e.g. using a surrogate breathing signal.

2.Materials andmethods

Wefirst describe the 4DCT(MRI)numerical phantomdata providingmultiple breathing cycle 4D image data in
section 2.1.We then introduce theDDG4DDC algorithm in section 2.2 and how it was used to simulate
different phase-sorting 4DDC scenarios in 2.3. The treatment planning and 4DDCparameters are described in
section 2.4. Finally, in section 2.5 themethods for comparing the dose distributions resulting from the different
4DDC scenarios are described.

2.1. 4DCT(MRI)numerical phantomdata
Clinical 3DCTs of three liver (unresectable hepatocellular cancer and cholangiocarcinoma) and three advanced-
stage non-small-cell lung cancer patients (Josipovic et al 2016) provide the anatomy and density information for
proton dose calculations. The 3DCTs for the liver patients were acquired in end exhalation (EE), whereas the
lung 3DCTswere acquired in deep-inspiration breath-hold (DIBH). In order to studymotion irregularity, the
3DCTswere animatedwith deformablemotion extracted frommultiple breathing cycle 4DMRIs from two
volunteers to generate so-called synthetic 4DCT(MRI)s (liver: Boye et al (2013), Zhang et al (2016), lung:
Duetschler et al (2022)). A navigator-based slice-stacking approach (Von Siebenthal et al 2007)was used for the
liver 4DMRI, while for the lung 4DMRI amotion-aware acquisition technique based on a spoiled gradient echo
sequencewas used (Jud et al 2018). The volunteer 4DMRI used to generate the three liver 4DCT(MRI)s consists
of 11 distinct breathing cycles with a temporal resolution of 2.77 Hz, whereas a 4DMRIwith 15 breathing cycles
with a temporal resolution of 2.25 Hzwas utilized for the three lung 4DCT(MRI)s. Both 4DMRImotion
patterns start in an EE phase. An illustration of the two free breathingmotion patterns and the resulting
superior-interior (SI) tumor centermotion for one example liver (Liver1) and one lung (Lung1) case is depicted
infigure 1(a). Themotion variability in both period and amplitude among different cycles is summarized in
figure 1(b), where differences in amplitude between theCT anatomies arise due to different tumor locations.

The clinical target volume (CTV) of the reference CTwas extended by 5 mm in SI and anterior-posterior
(AP) and 4 mm in lateral direction to obtain the planning target volume (PTV) (Josipovic et al 2016, Gorgisyan
et al 2017). Using the 4DCT(MRI)DVFs, the contours of the PTVwere then propagated to all other phases of the
first breathing cycle and combined to form a geometric internal target volume (gITV).

2.2. PBS 4DDC
For 4DDC, the spots are ordered to determine the delivery sequence, which is used to estimate the delivery time
tspot of each pencil beam. The delivery times tspot are calculated considering the time for lateral scanning of the
beam, energy switching and dose delivery. Further, both deformations and density changes have to be taken into
account. These are provided by 4D images, fromwhichDVFs can be extracted usingDIR.

Conventional 4DDC approaches assign each spot to one phase of the pre-treatment 4DCTbased on the spot
delivery time and the dose is calculated separately on each phase. The dose is then accumulated on one reference
phase bywarping the phase-wise dose contributions according toDVFs between the reference and all other
phases. Such a phase-sorting (PS) approach is therefore restricted by the temporal resolutionΔtimage of the
4DCT images (typically around 0.5 s dependent on breathing period and number of phases).

TheDDG algorithm (Boye et al 2013, Krieger et al 2018, Zhang et al 2019) deforms the dose calculation grid
as a function of time according to theDVFs. Linear interpolation of theDVFs between successive phases,
previously extracted from the 4D images usingDIR, allows a 4DDCat any given temporal resolution.More
details can be found in appendix A andZhang et al (2019). It is therefore possible to use the delivery time tspot of
single pencil beams for a spot-wise (SW) calculation (typically 4–200 ms between spots).

2.3. Simulation of phase-sorting 4DDCunder differentmotion scenarios
By extracting the SImotion of the tumor center, the breathing patterns were separated into individual breathing
cycles (starting with EE).We performed 4DDC either considering the fullmultiple cycle free breathingmotion
(‘free’) or repeating each single cycle individually (‘rep’). In the latter scenarios, each single breathing cycle 4DCT
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can be considered as a possible pre-treatment 4DCT in a clinical setup, providing no information onmotion
irregularity.

For spot-wise 4DDCs, the estimated spot delivery timeswere directly used either by repeating a single cycle
(SWrep) or for themultiple cycle free breathingmotion (SWfree). For phase-sorting 4DDCs, each breathing cycle
wasfirst divided into 8 phases with an equal number of phases in inhalation and exhalation (seefigure 2with

Figure 1.Top: tumor center SImotion for Liver1 and Lung1 (a) and boxplot of periods (b) of the two volunteerMRImotion patterns
used for liver and lung and resulting amplitudes extracted from the different liver and lung 4DCT(MRI)s. Bottom: axial slice showing
the static dose distribution for all six patient cases withwhite arrows indicating the twofield directions. TheCTV (full) and gITV
(dashed) aremarked inwhite and their volumes, as contoured on the reference CT, are listed.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of theworkflow for phase-sorting and spot-wise 4DDC. Top left: definition of 8 phases (P0–P7)
for a single cycle. First end exhalation (EE) and end inhalation (EI) are determined to split cycle into inhalation and exhalation.
Inhalation and exhalation are then both equally divided.
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N= 8 phases). Each spot was assigned to the phase occurring at time tphase closest to the spot delivery time tspot.
Phase-sorting 4DDCswere also performed for repeated single cycles (PSrep) and free breathing (PSfree).

Besides the four above scenarios, we also simulated the retrospective 4DDC scenario based on surrogate
motion traces (similar to the approach byMeijers et al (2019, 2020)), referred here to as PSsurr. In this scenario,
the SI tumor center breathing trace of the full free breathing pattern extracted from each 4DCT(MRI)was used
as a surrogate for the phase-sorting, whereas the 4DDCwas only conducted on a repeated single reference cycle
4DCT. Although these surrogatemotion traces provide information onmotion variability during the treatment,
for 4DDConly the variations in the breathing period are considered, while amplitude changes and baseline drifts
are neglected as the patient geometry ismodeled by a single cycle 4DCT.

The complete workflow for phase-sorting and spot-wise 4DDCs is illustrated infigure 2 and the different
scenarios are summarized in table 1. It is worthmentioning here that, the PSrep scenario is the classical approach
for prospectively estimating 4Ddose distribution at the pre-treatment stage after obtaining the patient-
specific 4DCT.

2.4. Treatment planning and 4DDCparameters
Single-field uniform-dose (SFUD) planswith twofield directions were optimized on the reference 3DCT (liver:
EE, lung:DIBH) (see bottomoffigure 1). A prescription dose of 2 GyRBE to the gITV (1 GyRBE per field)was used.
4DDCswere performed using a dose calculation grid of 4 mm× 4 mm (lateral)× 2.5 mm (distal). TheDDG
4DDCalgorithm relies on the ray-casting algorithm (Schaffner et al 1999) and a beammodel of PSI-Gantry2
(Pedroni et al 2004, Zenklusen et al 2010, Safai et al 2012)was usedwith a 4 mmspot spacing (lateral and distal).
Based on the delivery dynamics of PSI-Gantry2, lateral scanning of the beamwas assumed to take 3.5 ms and
4 ms for the ‘fast’ (alignedwith SI axis of patient) and ‘slow’ scanning direction, respectively. An energy
switching time of 80 mswas adopted. The irradiation time of each spot assumed a constant beam current but
varies slightly as a function of the beam energymainly due to transmission losses in the beamline (Zhang et al
2019).

For the results presented in this paper, the beamdeliverywas assumed to start at the beginning of the first
breathing cycle (EE starting phase). On the other hand, we also explicitly studied the impact of the starting phase,
simulating a delivery starting during each phase of thefirst cycle. The results are presented in appendix B. In
addition to the scenario without anymotionmitigation, the results of simulations for 8-times volumetric
rescanning are presented in appendix C. This scenario, representative of an extreme scenario of what can be
achievedwith rescanning, was introduced to studywhether the dosimetric limitations of phase-sorting based
4DDCare still significant whenmotion effects aremitigated.

2.5.Dose evaluation and comparison
Wefirst investigated the impact of the temporal resolution of the 4DDC. The results serve as a baseline for
further results in this paper and the reader is referred to Zhang et al (2019) for amore detailed analysis. The
impact of the temporal resolutionwas separately investigated for the repeatedmotions, through comparison of
PSrep to SWrep, and for free breathingmotion, by comparing PSfree to SWfree. In our comparisons, we then
focused on the impact ofmotion variability by comparing the results of 4DDCwith regular and irregular
motion. Considering the free breathing scenario SWfree to bemost representative of the actual 4D dose, all 4D
dose distributionswere further compared to this scenario. As such, by comparing simulations of PSrep to SWfree

the accuracy of phase-sorting based on a single cycle 4DCTunder conditions of breathing irregularity were
investigated. In this context, the accuracy of using a breathing surrogate for phase-sorting to partially
incorporatemotion irregularity was further studied through the comparison of PSsurr to SWfree. Lastly, we
evaluated the dosimetric differences when different referencemotion cycles were used as pre-treatment 4DCT
for both PSrep and PSsurr.

Table 1. Summary of 4DDC scenarios. 4DDCs performed in this study either rely on phase-sorting (PS) of spots or they are performed in a
spot-wise (SW)manner. The PS and the subsequent 4DDC either rely on a single repeated reference cycle (‘rep’) or use the fullmultiple cycle
free breathing pattern (‘free’). Alternatively, the PS can also rely on a surrogate breathing signal (‘surr’).

Acronym Temporal resolution 4DDC Cycles PS Cycles 4DDC

Repeatedmotion SWrep pencil beamdelivery times — single cycle

PSrep 8 phases per cycle single cycle single cycle

Free breathing SWfree pencil beamdelivery times — multiple cycles

PSfree 8 phases per cycle multiple cycles multiple cycles

Surrogatemotion PSsurr 8 phases per cycle multiple cycles single cycle
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The resulting 4Ddose distributions were compared by looking at dose differences. The percentage of voxels
in theCTVwith an absolute point dose difference larger than 5%of the prescribed dose (Vdosediff>5%)was
calculated. To quantify the effects on the plan quality, dose volume histograms (DVHs) for theCTV and
surrounding liver/lungwere used. Furthermore, we focused on the analysis ofD5%–D95% in theCTVas a
measure of the dose homogeneity in the tumor aswell as CTVV95% for tumor coverage and differences to the
free breathing scenario SWfree were calculated (PSrep-SWrep for impact of temporal resolution for repeated
motion). For organs at risk (OAR), themean dose to the healthy surrounding liver or lungwas assessed.

3. Results

3.1. Impact of temporal resolution
3.1.1. Repeatedmotion
Figure 3(a) shows the percentage of voxels in theCTVwith an absolute dose difference larger than 5%
(Vdosediff>5%) due to the different 4DDC temporal resolution of spot-wise and phase-sorting 4DDCapproaches
(i.e. PSrep-SWrep and PSfree-SWfree). The results simulating regular breathing for different single breathing cycles
as reference 4DCT are presented as green boxplots. The temporal resolution difference between PSrep and SWrep

can result inVdosediff>5% up to 10% (mean: 2.8%), highly depending on the reference cycle. The resulting impact
of the temporal resolution on the dose coverage and homogeneity in theCTVwas found to be less pronounced
with differences inV95% andD5%–D95% in theCTV typically around±1% (nomore than 5%) (seefigures 3(b)
and (c)). Furthermore, almost no differences in themean dose to the surrounding healthy liver/lung due to the
different temporal resolution can be observed (differences below 0.15%of the prescribed dose).

3.1.2. Free breathingmotion
The resulting differences due to the temporal resolution for irregular free breathingmotion (PSfree-SWfree) are
shownby red dashed lines infigure 3. The temporal resolution results inVdosediff>5% of on average 2.7%and
differences inCTVV95% andD5%–D95% also around±1%.Overall, the effect of the temporal resolution is very
similar for repeated and free breathingmotion.

Figure 3. Impact of the 4DDC temporal resolution in terms ofVdosediff>5% (a) and difference inV95% (b) andD5%–D95% (c) in CTV.
For repeated single cyclemotion (PSrep-SWrep) the results for different cycles (11/15) are summarized in boxplots (green). The results
for free breathingmotion (PSfree-SWfree) are shown by a red dashed line.
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Figure 4.Dose (a)–(f) and dose differences (g)–(j) for Liver1. Static, SWfree, PSfree, SWrep, PSrep and PSsurr 4D dose distributions and
dose differences to SWfree are shown. The first cycle was selected for SWrep, PSrep and PSsurr. All dose distributions/differences are
visualized using the same colormap and themaximumdose (difference) value is indicated at the top of each colorbar. TheCTV (full)
and gITV (dashed) aremarked inwhite. DVH (k) for static (black-dashed), free breathing SWfree (blue), repeated PSrep (green) and
surrogatemotion PSsurr (cyan). For PSrep and PSsurr theDVH for cycle 1 (line) and a band for the different cycles is shown.

Figure 5.Dose (a)–(f) and dose differences (g)–(j) for Lung1. Static, SWfree, PSfree, SWrep, PSrep and PSsurr 4D dose distributions and
dose differences to SWfree are shown. The first cycle was selected for SWrep, PSrep and PSsurr. TheCTV (full) and gITV (dashed) are
marked inwhite. DVH (k) for static (black-dashed), free breathing SWfree (blue), repeated PSrep (green) and surrogatemotion PSsurr
(cyan). For PSrep and PSsurr theDVH for cycle 1 (line) and a band for the different cycles is shown.
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3.2. Impact ofmotion irregularity
3.2.1. Repeated versus free breathingmotion
Static and 4Ddose distributions for two example cases (Liver1 and Lung1) considering varying degrees of
motion irregularity and different temporal resolutions are shown in figures 4 and 5.Dose differences to the
SWfree scenario, consideringmotion irregularity at the higher spot-wise temporal resolution, are also displayed.
Only small dose differences are visible due to the different temporal resolution for PSfree-SWfree (figures 4(g) and
5(g)). Larger dose differences can be observed for PSrep-SWfree (and SWrep-SWfree) due tomotion irregularity.

These dose differences are quantified in terms ofVdosediff>5% in theCTV infigure 6(a). The average
Vdosediff>5% value over the different cases and breathing cycles of 34.1% for PSrep-SWfree (green boxplots) due to
motion irregularity ismuch larger than the impact of the temporal resolution (averageVdosediff>5% of 2.7% for
PSfree-SWfree, red dashed lines). ComparableVdosediff>5% values can be observed for the liver and lung cases.

DVHs for Liver1 and Lung1 are displayed infigures 4(k) and 5(k), showing the results for free breathing
(SWfree) as blue bands. TheDVH for phase-sorting using a repeated cycle (PSrep) is shown in green using lines for
thefirst breathing cycle and a band for the different cycles. For Liver1, only small differences in the dose to the
healthy surrounding liver occur, while a clear overestimation of theCTV coverage for PSrep compared to SWfree

can be observed. TheDVH for Lung1 shows only small differences for the different scenarios.
Figures 6(b) and (c) show the differences inCTV coverage (V95%) and homogeneity (D5%–D95%) compared

to the free breathing scenario SWfree for all six cases. TheCTV coverage and homogeneity can both be over- or
underestimatedwhen neglecting the irregularmotion. Depending on the choice of reference cycle,V95% can be
overestimated by up to 24%andD5%–D95% underestimated by asmuch as 8% for PSrep compared to SWfree. No
substantial differences in themean dose to the healthy surrounding liver/lung could be observed for the studied
4DDCs.

The results here demonstrate that the effect of irregularmotion ismuch larger than the effect of the temporal
resolution.

3.2.2. Usefulness of surrogate signal for phase-sorting
Having established the impact of not consideringmotion irregularity in the 4DDC in the previous section, the
effectiveness of using a surrogate signal for phase-sorting applied to a single 4DCT, such as to incorporate
variability in the breathing period, is investigated next.

Figure 6. Impact ofmotion irregularity in terms ofVdosediff>5% (a) and difference inV95% (b) andD5%–D95% (c) in CTV compared to
SWfree. Differences due tomotion irregularity (SWrep-SWfree and PSrep-SWfree) andwith a surrogate (PSsurr-SWfree) for different cycles
(11/15) are summarized in boxplots (magenta, green and cyan, respectively). The differences due to temporal resolution for free
breathingmotion (PSfree-SWfree) are shown by a red dashed line.
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Dose differences between the scenario considering free breathingmotion (SWfree) or their estimation using a
surrogate signal (PSsurr) are presented infigures 4(j) and 5(j). These dose differences are reduced compared to the
scenario assuming regular repeated breathing (figures 4(i) and 5(i)). For example, for Lung1 themaximumpoint
dose difference to SWfree of 75.5% for PSrep is reduced to 35.1% for PSsurr.Moreover, this reduction of the dose
differences (w.r.t. SWfree) for PSsurr (cyan) and PSfree (red) is also shown byVdosediff>5% in figure 6(a) for all six
studied patient cases. The averageVdosediff>5% value of 34.1% for PSrep-SWfree (green) is roughly halved to 16.4%
for PSsurr-SWfree (cyan). The use of a surrogate signal to incorporate irregularity ismore effective for the three
lung cases, whereVdosediff>5% for PSsurr-SWfree is on average around 11% smaller than for the studied liver cases.
As visible infigure 1, themotion used for the lung cases exhibits smaller variations in the breathing amplitude,
which ismore appropriate for surrogate based phase-sorting.

TheDVHs for the Liver1 and Lung1 cases are also displayed in figures 4(k) and 5(k). Alsowith a surrogate
signal, the CTVdose coverage for Liver1 is overestimated compared to SWfree. The differences inV95% and
D5%–D95% for all six cases are shown infigures 6(b) and (c).While the dose differences (PSsurr-SWfree (cyan) and
PSrep-SWfree (green) infigure 6(a)) are clearly reduced by using a surrogate, similarV95% andD5%–D95%

differences are reached. Themaximumdifference inV95%, however, is reduced for PSsurr-SWfree (18.8%)
compared to PSrep-SWfree (24.3%).

3.2.3. Impact of choice of reference cycle
In clinical practice, the reference 4DCTused for 4DDC, i.e. that used for PSrep/SWrep based calculations, is
essentially arbitrary, being taken at some time during the planningCT session. As such any single breathing cycle
4DCTdata set could be the reference. Figure 7 therefore shows dose differences due to the choice of reference
cycle for repeatedmotionwithout (PSrep) andwith surrogate (PSsurr). As expected, for Liver1 case, different
motion amplitudes of the reference 4DCT can lead to increased or reduced dose below and above the tumor,
which can result in overdosage of nearbyOARs. Smaller differences, especially alsowithin theCTV, occur for
PSsurr compared to PSrep. For the Lung1 case, the inter-cyclemotion variations are less pronounced, but large
density heterogeneities in the high dose region can introduce pronounced but less localized dose
differences.Vdosediff>5% in theCTV for different reference cycles compared to calculations using cycle 1 as
reference is shown infigure 8 for PSrep andPSsurr. For the repeated breathing scenario PSrep, the use of a different
reference than cycle 1 can result inmore than half of the CTVwith a dose difference greater than 5% (average/
maxVdosediff>5% of 34%/56%). The impact of the reference cycle is reduced by the use of a surrogate for phase-
sorting PSsurr, resulting inVdosediff>5% values smaller than 35% (averageVdosediff>5% of 11%).

The dosimetric impact is visible infigures 6(b) and (c)with differences inV95% andD5%–D95% up to 22%
and 14%, respectively, for different reference cycles. The variations inV95% due to different reference cycles (i.e.
spread of boxplots) are roughly halved for PSsurr (cyan) compared to SWrep (magenta) and PSrep (green). The
variations both inV95% andD5%–D95% are smaller for the three lung cases compared to the liver cases, which
show larger inter-cycle breathing variations (figure 1).

Figure 7.Dose differences for Liver1 (left) and Lung1 (right) due to different reference cycles for PSrep and PSsurr 4DDCs. Dose
differences to cycle 1 for cycle 2 and cycle 3 are shown for repeated PSrep and surrogatemotion PSsurr.
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4.Discussion

In clinical routine, 4DDC is typically based on a single 4DCT. A 4DCT, usually acquired before the start of the
treatment, represents only one average breathing cycle, while in reality breathingmotion can vary substantially
both intra- and inter-fractionally. The delivery time of each proton pencil beam, either extracted froma log-file
or estimated based on knownmachine parameters, is used to assign every pencil beam to a phase of the 4DCT. At
the treatment planning stage, the phase-sorting is typically done assuming regularmotion (i.e. repetition of the
4DCTmotion) for a prospective 4DDCof one ormultiple scenarios. Additionally, retrospective 4Ddose
reconstruction based on phase-sorting using a breathingmotion surrogate acquired during the treatment can
also be performed.While the prospective 4DDCbased on a single pre-treatment 4DCTdoes not consider
breathingmotion irregularity at all, the retrospective surrogate based 4Ddose reconstruction only accounts for
changes in the breathing period. The goal of this comprehensive simulation studywas therefore to investigate
the limitations of these phase-sorting based 4DDC approaches and quantify the associated dosimetric
uncertainties in the presence of irregular breathingmotion for PBS proton therapy and evaluate the usefulness of
a surrogate signal for retrospective phase-sorting. For ourwork, we have used the deforming dose grid algorithm
andmachine parameters of PSI-Gantry2. The investigation of variable patient CT geometries (3 liver, 3 lung),
multiple breathing cycles (11 for liver, 15 for lung), different temporal resolutions (spot-wise, 8 phases), different
starting phases and rescanning (VS1 andVS8) resulted in several thousand 4Ddose distributions.

We took full advantage of previously developed synthetic 4DCT(MRI) data sets, which contain varied
deformablemotionwith irregular respiratory patterns, which enable this study. These synthetic 4D imageswere
obtained by combining the density information fromCTs of cancer patients with the respiratorymotion
extracted from4DMRIs of twohealthy volunteers.While this provides realistic and plausiblemotion, the actual
tumormotionwould have been different for each patient and themotion of cancerous tissue could be different
fromhealthy tissue. Further, one limitation of the used 4DCT(MRI)s is that their body surface and ribs remain
static. Amoving ribcage is being considered in an ongoing update of the numerical 4DCT(MRI) phantoms. As
all our 4Ddose comparisons, however, relied on the same data sets we believe ourfindingswould also be
transferable to real 4D patient data. Further, a dosimetric study in an anthropomorphic thorax phantomwith a
moving target did not show any significant difference with andwithoutmoving ribs (Lebbink et al 2022).

For the results presented in this paper, we focused on phase-sortingwith 8 phases per breathing cycle.
However, all phase-sorting 4DDCswere additionally also performed for 10 phases. Similar results were obtained
for phase-sortingwith 8 and 10 phases. In general, differences in dose and dose-volume indices due to different
temporal resolutions of the 4DDCswere found to bemuch smaller than differences due to variable breathing
motion or different delivery starting times. Amore detailed investigation of the influence of the temporal
resolution used in PBS proton 4DDCwas performed by Zhang et al (2019). As also seen throughout our studies
in this paper, they found that different 4DDC scenarios can result in pronounced local dose differences, which
however have a less pronounced impact on dose-volume indices. Here, we focused only on the conventional
fractionation scheme (2 Gy per fraction), more significant dosimetric differences due to the temporal resolution
were observed for hypo-fractionated treatments (> 4 Gy per fraction) and short breathing periods (< 4 s), which
were not investigated in the present work.

The interplay effect can lead to considerable local dose differences due to irregularmotion, which are not
capturedwith 4DDCbased on a repeated single cycle 4DCT. For our studied cases, the percentage of voxels with
local dose differences larger than 5%could on average be roughly halved using retrospective surrogate based

Figure 8.Vdosediff>5% due to impact of reference cycle for PSrep (green) and PSsurr (cyan). Dose differences to cycle 1were calculated for
all other cycles.
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phase-sorting 4DDC (PSsurr-SWfree) compared to prospective phase-sorting 4DDC (PSrep-SWfree) on a repeated
pre-treatment 4DCT. Thus, the use of amotion surrogate for phase-sortingwith a single cycle 4DCT for 4DDC
was shown to be partially effective in reducing local dosimetric uncertainties due tomotion irregularity
(especially if rescanning is applied, as discussed in appendix C). The use of amotion surrogate for phase-sorting
alsomade the 4Ddose distributions slightly less dependent on the reference cycle, that is the 4DCTused for
4DDC.However, evenwith the use of amotion surrogate for phase-sorting (PSsurr)V95% could be overestimated
by asmuch as 18.8% (8.1%) andD5%–D95% underestimated by up to 8.9% (4.8%)without rescanning (with
8-times rescanning) compared to SWfree, which also considers changes inmotion amplitude and base-line shifts.
It is interesting tomention that all effects weremore pronounced for local dose differences than for statistical
dose-volume indices. In this studywe focused on themean dose to the liver/lung, which did not show any
substantial differences for the differentmotion scenarios. On the other hand, the observed local dose differences
could lead tomore pronounced differences in e.g. themaximal dose to nearbyOAR,which could be detrimental
for serial OARs.

As presented in appendix B, large dose differences were also observed due to different starting phases of the
delivery. For prospective 4DDCs (PSrep), different starting phases resulted inVdosediff>5% as high as 85%,with on
average almost half of the CTV subject to dose differences larger than 5% (averageVdosediff>5% of 49%). Different
starting phases also resulted in non-negligible differences inV95% andD5%–D95% up to 35%and 17%,
respectively. As such, for the investigated cases, the dosimetric differences due to different starting phaseswere in
fact larger than due tomotion irregularity (PSrep-SWfree).While fractionationmight slightly average out these
effects, we believe they should still be taken into consideration, especially also for hypo-fractionated treatments.
Alternatively, the uncertainties related to the start of the treatment could easily be reduced by synchronizing the
treatment delivery with a certain breathing phase. This demonstrated the large uncertainties associatedwith
prospective 4DDC, in comparison to retrospective dose reconstruction based on log-files synchronizedwith
surrogatemotion traces.

As currently no online 3Dmotion information is available, the effectiveness of incorporating information
from surrogatemotion traces through phase-sorting 4DDConto a single pre-treatment 4DCT,which only
considers changes in the breathing period but not variations in amplitude or baseline shifts, has been discussed
in this paper. Baseline shifts as well as inter-fractional anatomical variations could be incorporated using
repeated 4DCTs, this, however, would still not consider intra-fractional variations in the breathing amplitude
and leads to additional imaging dose to the patient. Another approach is to scale the deformation vector fields
extracted froma 4DCT according to observedmotion traces (Kraus et al 2011,Wölfelschneider et al 2017).
However, this approachwill not be able to accurately consider complicated deformablemotion changes (e.g.
deformable organ drift (Von Siebenthal et al 2007)). Lacking online 3D imaging, variations in the breathing
pattern could potentially be representedmost accurately by the use of a surrogate driven 3Ddeformablemotion-
model (Zhang et al 2007, Arnold et al 2011, Li et al 2011, Preiswerk et al 2012,McClelland et al 2013, Zhang et al
2013, Giger et al 2018, 2020, Krieger et al 2021). Combinedwith 4DDCbased on synchronized treatment log-
files, this could potentially reduce the dosimetric uncertainties related to irregularmotion.We are currently
studying the effectiveness of this approach.

The results presented in this paper once again showed the complexity of accurate 4DDC for PBS proton
therapy and further investigations with differentmachine parameters,more patient data and diverse respiratory
motion data are certainly necessary to get a better understanding of the dosimetric uncertainties associatedwith
respiratorymotion in PBS proton therapy. Further, the initial treatment planning decisions, such as the use of an
average ormid-position planningCT (Kang et al 2007,Wang et al 2013), the target definition (Krieger et al 2020)
or an intensitymodulated planning approachwith inhomogeneous field doses, will also influence the 4DDC
results and should be further investigated and compared.

5. Conclusion

The dosimetric impact of the temporal resolution of the 4DDCwas found to bemuch smaller than dosimetric
differences due to variations in the breathingmotion.Understanding the effects ofmotion irregularity is
essential for evaluating PBS proton therapy treatments inmobile regions of the body. 4DDCbased on a single
cycle 4DCT can lead to an underestimation ofmotion effects and is highly dependent on the acquired pre-
treatment 4DCT. Incorporating information from an onlinemeasured breathing signal during the dose delivery
can considermotion period irregularity for a phase-sorting based 4DDCapproach, therefore reducing the
dosimetric uncertainties. However, pronounced dosimetric differences still remain due to neglecting variations
in breathing amplitude.With this approach, the starting phase of the delivery could also easily be recorded or
monitored, whichwould reduce the considerable dosimetric uncertainties due to the typically unknown start of
the treatment delivery.
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AppendixA. PBSproton 4Ddose calculation

A.1. 3Ddose calculation
Based on the initial energyE0,n, spot position (v0,n, u0,n) and optimized beamweightω0,n ofNpencil beams
(n ä {1, 2,K,N}) the 3Ddose to a dose calculation grid point with coordinate (s, v, u) can be calculated as:
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ID0,n is the integral depth dose dependent on the initial beam energy and energy spectrum andWER0 thewater-
equivalent range of the grid point (s, v, u). The dose of each pencil beam ismodeled by a single Gaussian in both
lateral directions with standard deviations ofσ0,u andσ0,v.

4Ddose calculation
For the 4Ddose calculation (4DDC) the continuous delivery time  is discretized into  (see Zhang et al (2019)
formore details):
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The displacementsΔvt andΔut orthogonal to the beamdirection at each dose grid point (s, v, u) can be obtained
through linear interpolation of the deformation vector fields obtained fromdeformable image registration of the
4D images. Density information is provided by the 4DCT images and to calculate thewater-equivalent range
WERt(s, v, u) the closest 4DCT image is taken.Using the deforming dose grid algorithm (equation (A2)) an
arbitrary temporal resolutionΔt can be used in the discretization of the delivery time  . A typical choice is to
take the spot the delivery time tspot of each pencil beam for the 4DDC, resulting in a spot-wise 4DDC.

Appendix B. Impact of starting phase of delivery

The start of the treatment is often not synchronizedwith the patient’s breathing and the beamdelivery of each
field can start during an arbitrary breathing phase. However, for 4DDC the beamdelivery of eachfield is often
assumed to start at the beginning of the first breathing cycle (end exhalation (EE) in this work). In this section,
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we, therefore, compare 4DDC results with an EE starting phase for eachfield to all other starting phase
combinations.With 8 phases per breathing cycle, 64 combinations of starting phases for the twofields of each
planwere simulated. For repeatedmotion PSrep and breathing surrogate PSsurr 4DDCswere limited to
calculations on thefirst breathing cycle. Dose differences between EE and end inhalation (EI) starting phase (for
bothfields) are displayed infigures B1(a)–(f), showing pronounced dose differences for all threemotion
scenarios.Vdosediff>5% infigure B2(a) shows absolute dose differences above 5% for on average almost half of the
CTVdue to a different starting phase than EE for all scenarios. The largest differences can be observed for the

Figure B1.Top: dose differences for Liver1 (left) and Lung1 (right) due to end exhalation and end inhalation (EE-EI) starting phase are
shown for PSfree, PSrep and PSsurr. Bottom:DVHs for Liver1 (g) and Lung1 (h) for different starting phases for the twofields (band, 64
combinations). The solid and dashed lines showDVHs for EE and EI starting phases, respectively. Results for PSfree (red), PSrep (green)
and PSsurr (cyan) are shown.

Figure B2. Impact of starting phases used for 4DDC (64 combinations) in terms ofVdosediff>5% for dose differences to EE starting (a),
V95% (b) andD5%–D95% (c) in CTV. Results for free breathing PSfree (red), repeatedmotion PSrep (green) andmotion surrogate PSsurr
(cyan) are shown. Results for EE and EI starting phases aremarked by a star (*) and diamond (◊), respectively.
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opposite extreme EI starting phases. The dosimetric impact is visible in theDVHs infigure B1(g) for Liver1 and
figure B1(h) for Lung1. Different starting phases can lead to differences up to 38% inV95% (figure B2(b)) and
20% inD5%–D95% (figure B2(c))with similarVdosediff>5% values for PSfree, PSrep and PSsurr. The largest dose
differences between EE and EI starting phase did not necessarily result in the largest differences in tumor
coverage and homogeneity. The smaller dose differences for the liver patient did, however, result in slightly
smaller differences inCTVV95% andD5%–D95%. In general, the influence of the starting phase is very similar for
the different 4DDC scenarios.

AppendixC. Simulations including rescanning

C.1. Impact ofmotion irregularity
Wefirst study the impact ofmotion irregularity, when 8-times volumetric rescanning (VS8) is applied. As can be
seen by comparing figureC1(a) tofigure 6(a),Vdosediff>5% due tomotion irregularity is reduced by the use of
rescanning for PSrep-SWfree (apart fromLiver3). On average,Vdosediff>5% for PSrep-SWfree ismore than halved
for VS8 compared to no rescanning (VS1) (see alsofigure 6(a) for VS1). However, a comparable impact of the
reference cycle (spread of boxplots) onVdosediff>5% for PSrep-SWfree can be observed for VS1 andVS8.

However, by the use of a surrogate signal for phase-sorting when rescanning is applied, the dose differences
between PSsurr and SWfree become almost negligible (seefigureC1(a)) and the influence of the reference cycle
becomes very small for PSsurr.

The impact ofmotion irregularity on the dose coverageV95% and homogeneityD5%–D95% is displayed in
figures C1(b) and (c) for VS8 (see alsofigures 6(b) and (c) for VS1) and shows comparable differences as for VS1.
Slightly larger differences betweenVS1 andVS8 occur for the liver cases. Differences inV95% andD5%–D95% due
to different reference cycles are also similar for VS1 andVS8 and are reduced for PSsurr compared to PSrep.

C.2. Impact of starting phase of delivery
A study of the impact of the starting phase on 4DDCswith 8-times rescanning shows reduced dose differences
compared to the case without anymotionmitigation. For example, themean (max)Vdosediff>5% value for free
breathing PSfree 4DDCswith a starting phase other than EE is reduced from49.7% (86.7%) for VS1
(figure B2(a)) to 13.1% (58.9%) for VS8 (figureC2(a)). Rescanning also lead to a slight reduction in the
dependency of CTVV95% andD5%–D95% on the starting phase (figures C2(b) and (c)). For example for PSfree,

FigureC1. Impact ofmotion irregularity for 8-times rescanning in terms ofVdosediff>5% (a) and difference inV95% (b) andD5%–D95%

(c) in CTV compared to SWfree. Differences due tomotion irregularity (SWrep-SWfree and PSrep-SWfree) andwith a surrogate (PSsurr-
SWfree) for different cycles (11/15) are summarized in boxplots (magenta, green and cyan, respectively). The differences due to
temporal resolution for free breathingmotion (PSfree-SWfree) are shown by a red dashed line.
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differences inD5%–D95% up to 20%occur for VS1, while for VS8 the differences due to different starting phases
never exceed 7%. All phase-sorting 4DDC scenarios show a similar dependency on the starting phase and no
reduction for PSsurr compared to the other scenarios could be observed.
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